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With its decision in Ohio v. American Express, the U.S. Supreme Court for the first time embraced the recently developed, yet increasingly prolific, concept of the two-sided platform. Through advances in technology, platforms, which serve as intermediaries allowing two groups to transact, are increasingly ubiquitous, and many of the biggest tech companies operate in this fashion. Amazon Marketplace, for example, provides a platform for third-party vendors to sell directly to consumers through Amazon’s web and mobile interfaces.

At the same time that platforms and their scholarship have evolved, a burgeoning antitrust movement has also developed which focuses on the impact of the dominance of these tech companies and the fear that current antitrust laws are ill-equipped to prevent any potential anticompetitive behavior. Many of those who feel this way worried that American Express, which decided whether a plaintiff alleging anticompetitive behavior by a two-sided platform would have to show harm to both sides of the market to make a prima facie case, would give companies like Amazon even more power. This Note argues that while the case could be interpreted in such a way, because Amazon and similarly situated platforms possess a great degree of control over their users—in some cases competing with them directly—it would be unwise to do so.
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INTRODUCTION

Many modern internet-based companies relied upon by consumers and businesses alike operate, at least in some capacity, as two-sided platforms.\(^1\) The concept originates from relatively new economic developments\(^2\) but was adopted by the U.S. Supreme Court in 2018. Although there is no unanimously agreed upon definition of what makes these firms two-sided,\(^3\) for the sake of simplicity, this Note designates a two-sided platform as one that facilitates interactions between two groups that derive value or revenue from one another.\(^4\) For instance, both American Express and Amazon’s third-party marketplace (“Amazon Marketplace”) are two-sided platforms because they connect merchants to consumers,\(^5\) and Google is a two-sided platform because it connects users to advertisers.\(^6\) Catering to multiple sides makes two-sided platforms different from one-sided platforms in that any change in price the platform makes to either side will affect sales on both sides.\(^7\) Thus, the two-sided firm must delicately balance the needs of both sides.\(^8\)

Antitrust law, aimed at promoting fair competition for the purpose of consumer benefit,\(^9\) typically requires any litigant challenging a firm’s alleged anticompetitive practices to show proof of harm to the relevant market in which the firm operates.\(^10\) Thus, it becomes important to define said market.\(^11\) Prior to Ohio v. American Express\(^12\) (“AmEx”), two-sided platforms had been analyzed in the same manner as one-sided platforms: without mention of sides.\(^13\) However, in AmEx, for the first time, the Court relied on relatively new, yet highly topical, economics research to hold that

---

5. See id. at 3 n.2.
6. See Thépot, supra note 1, at 196.
8. Id.
10. 7 PHILIP E. AREEDA & HERBERT HOVENKAMP, ANTITRUST LAW: AN ANALYSIS OF ANTITRUST PRINCIPLES AND THEIR APPLICATION ¶ 1500 (3d ed. 2006).
11. Id.
because the relevant market was for credit card transactions themselves, as opposed to the market for merchant credit card fees or consumer card benefits, the merchant-plaintiff must consider the effects to both sides of the two-sided platform when alleging that a restraint is anticompetitive.14

This decision arrives at a time when some of these platforms—Facebook, Google, Amazon, and others—continue to grow at rapid paces while expanding into new industries and collecting massive amounts of user data.15 Using this data, these firms are able to exercise their market power to create restraints of trade, like acquiring entrants before they become competitive threats or selectively excluding participants from search engine results.16 One example this Note will discuss at length is Amazon Marketplace’s practice of using its third-party sellers’ sales data to decide whether to enter their markets and subsequently compete with them.17 As a result of exercises of power like these, scholars,18 American politicians on both sides of the aisle,19 and foreign governments20 have become focused on the potential short- and long-term consequences of structural dominance by companies like Amazon. These scholars see antitrust as a potential check on these companies but argue that it is currently ill-equipped.21 Most notably, in her highly publicized article, Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox, Lina Khan brought to attention how antitrust law is not prepared to limit Amazon’s predatory pricing and data exploitation.22 This article sparked a greater conversation

17. See infra Part II.B.3.
22. See Khan, supra note 1, at 716–17.
about what the role of antitrust is and what it should be.\textsuperscript{23} AmEx was widely
discussed in popular media as a battleground of sorts for this conversation. Media and consumer advocates worried that a decision in American Express’s favor would act as a shield to tech platforms,\textsuperscript{24} while tech companies feared the broad implications of an outcome in the plaintiff’s favor.\textsuperscript{25} While the Court did rule in American Express’s favor, the holding appears narrower than either side feared.\textsuperscript{26} However, in the Court’s framing of the decision around indirect network effects,\textsuperscript{27} there still exists some ambiguity about how it will apply to some tech companies like Amazon.

This Note argues that the fairest and most accurate way to interpret AmEx’s new market definition guidelines is to exclude Amazon Marketplace and similarly situated platforms because these platforms have competitive constraints that distinguish them from credit card platforms. While the political discourse around big tech’s power has led to a variety of policy proposals,\textsuperscript{28} this Note will focus only on the role of tech platforms in the context of antitrust litigation. In Part I, this Note provides background on two-sided platforms, profiles their rise in economics literature, and distinguishes different types and their effects. Part II discusses antitrust review of anticompetitive behavior, with special focus given to some of Amazon’s practices. Part II then focuses on the role of market definition in antitrust review and discusses the scholarship and case law around two-sided “transaction” platforms leading up to AmEx. Part III discusses three potential interpretations addressing whether AmEx should apply to platforms like Amazon Marketplace. Lastly, Part IV argues for a new classification of two-

\textsuperscript{23} See id. See generally Herbert Hovenkamp, Whatever Did Happen to the Antitrust Movement?, 94 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 583 (2019).
\textsuperscript{25} See Why Tech Companies Are Worried About the Ohio v. Amex Case, KNOWLEDGE@WHARTON (Mar. 8, 2018), http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/impacts-ohio-vs-amex/ [https://perma.cc/2MH6-M87K].
\textsuperscript{27} See AmEx, 138 S. Ct. 2274, 2286 (2018).
sided transaction platforms, which should be exempt from AmEx’s definition of two-sidedness.

I. TWO-SIDED TRANSACTION PLATFORMS

Although AmEx is the first federal case to refer specifically to two-sided platforms, in embrace of recent learning in economics, these types of firms have arguably been the subjects of antitrust review for decades. Until AmEx, these platforms had been dealt with on an ad hoc basis, undistinguished from other types of firms. Meanwhile, economic analysis of two-sided platforms exploded, with hundreds of papers written since the early 2000s. These firms are difficult to analyze through an antitrust lens because they are not only structured differently from others, but also impacted differently—on one or both sides—depending on the restraint in question. Part I.A discusses the evolving definitions of two-sided platforms, as well as their distinguishing features relative to traditional, single-sided firms. Part I.B identifies three different types of platforms that have emerged from scholarly literature, and Part I.C discusses how Amazon and similarly situated tech platforms may be categorized.

A. Defining and Distinguishing Two-Sided Platforms

In trying to parse out what makes a two-sided platform different from any other type of firm, Benjamin Hermalin and Michael Katz aptly point out the complications that have emerged, writing, “[a]n unusual feature of two-sided markets is that there is no consensus regarding what they are.” While credit card networks are perhaps a paradigmatic example of a two-sided market, as they act as intermediaries to enable a transaction between cardholders and merchants, the line blurs when considering advertising-supported media, health insurance plans, manufacturers, and other intermediaries between groups. Adding to the confusion and employing skepticism about whether two-sided platforms amount to anything significant at all, Justice Breyer, writing for the dissent in AmEx, argued that, as the Court defined the term,

---

29. AmEx, 138 S. Ct. at 2298 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (“I can find no case from this Court using those words.”); Evans, supra note 4, at 2.
30. See, e.g., Times-Picayune Publ’g Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594, 610 (1953) (noting that “every newspaper is a dual trader in . . . news and advertising content”).
31. Hovenkamp, supra note 13 (manuscript at 5) (noting that “while a few opinions had recognized the relevant commercial environment as involving distinct but highly-interrelated strands of transactions, this typically amounted to little more than a passing observation.”).
33. See infra Part II.B.
34. Hermalin & Katz, supra note 3, at 111–12.
35. Id.
nearly any business can be analyzed through a two-sided lens.36 This section will discuss the defining features of two-sided transaction platforms.37

1. Definitions

Contributing to the difficulty in determining the implications and precedential value of AmEx is the “disturbing lack of consensus” on the definition of two-sided platforms.38 Economists Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole, responsible for much of the foundational scholarship on two-sided platforms, have defined them in terms of their ability to resolve externalities that prevent cross-platform users from contracting efficiently.39 According to this definition, a market is two-sided if the volume of transactions varies with a change of price to one side and holds the total price charged constant.40 Similarly, David S. Evans argues that two-sided platforms solve a transaction cost problem by serving as an intermediary between the two sides41 and giving users access to a much wider variety of opportunities for exchange.42 Subsequent economic scholarship has defined two-sided platforms in terms of three key features: (1) distinct services to two distinct sides, (2) cross-platform network effects, and (3) market power resulting in setting the prices on both sides.43 However, because this definition is purely academic and never intended to inform antitrust review, some note that it is too arbitrary and manipulable to suffice in court.44

36. AmEx, 138 S. Ct. 2274, 2300 (2018) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (“As the economists who coined the term explain, if a ‘two-sided market’ meant simply that a firm connects two different groups of customers via a platform, then ‘pretty much any market would be two-sided, since buyers and sellers need to be brought together for markets to exist and gains from trade to be realized.’” (quoting Jean-Charles Rochet & Jean Tirole, Two–Sided Markets: A Progress Report, 37 RAND J. ECON. 645, 646 (2006))).


39. Rochet & Tirole, supra note 37, at 664; see also AmEx, 138 S. Ct. at 2300 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (“The defining feature of a ‘two-sided market,’ according to these economists, is that ‘the platform can affect the volume of transactions by charging more to one side of the market and reducing the price paid by the other side by an equal amount.’” (quoting Rochet & Tirole, supra note 37, at 664–65)).

40. Rochet & Tirole, supra note 37, at 648.


44. Katz & Sallet, supra note 38, at 2149 (arguing that any firm sets its prices for inputs and outputs by treating the prices it pays for inputs as prices). But see Marc Rysman, The
Despite its unsettled definition, many argue that the defining characteristic of two-sided platforms is the presence of indirect cross-platform network effects (“indirect network effects”)—i.e., the value of the platform for a customer on one side of the market increases as more customers on the other side of the market participate. For example, as more consumers have American Express cards, the cards become more valuable to merchants, who will then accept the cards and vice versa. Store owners do not want to invest in technology and contracts for credit cards that consumers do not use, while cardholders do not want credit cards that stores will refuse to accept. The platform must then not only balance prices on each side (“price distribution”) in order to maintain customers on both sides but must also address the universal concern of price (“price level”). If it fails to do so, the interdependence of demand creates the risk of cascading decreased participation on both sides. But some competition law experts warn against using the existence of a cross-platform network externality to distinguish two-sided from one-sided platforms because it may not matter for a given concern being investigated. The most recent contribution to the two-sided platform definition has been from Andrei Hagiu and Julian Wright, who differentiate platforms that foster a direct interaction between sides from resellers that do not and argue that a firm may switch between the two categories when advantageous.

Despite this continued debate, in AmEx, the Court simply defined two-sided platforms as “firm[s that] offer[] different products or services to two different groups who both depend on the platform to intermediate between them.” The Court then noted that two-sided platforms “often” exhibit indirect network effects. That is, each side’s demand for the platform’s service depends not only on the price it is charged by the platform but also

---

45. The cross-platform indirect network effects discussed in this Note differ from intra-platform network effects, which arise when the value of a good or service to a user rises as the number of other users of that good or service rises. See Hermalin & Katz, supra note 3, at 112–13. For example, an increase in Facebook users is of value to a given Facebook user because more potential friends (direct) and developers will have more incentive to improve Facebook services (indirect). See id.

46. Evans, supra note 37, at 332.

47. Id.


50. Katz & Sallet, supra note 38, at 2151.


52. See generally Andrei Hagiu & Julian Wright, Marketplace or Reseller?, 61 MGMT. SCI. 184 (2015).


54. Id.
on the number of users participating on the other side. Further adding to the confusion, different types of two-sided platforms inherently function differently, which may impact how to analyze their performance.

2. Distinct Features of Two-Sided Platforms

Two-sided platforms have distinctive economic features that make their antitrust analysis more complicated than for their single-sided counterparts. Many of these features stem from the platforms’ indirect network effects and relate to pricing.

a. Indirect Network Effects, Critical Mass, and Externalities

The indirect network effects that two-sided platforms experience are twofold: usage externalities and membership externalities. A usage externality refers to the need for two sides of the platform to act together through the platform to create value. For example, Uber drivers and riders can only enter into a value-increasing exchange if they can get together. Both drivers and riders benefit when they use the app to “match” with each other. Further, Uber increases the value of these usage externalities by increasing the quality of the matches, for example by using location-tracking to pair drivers and riders who are close to one another.

There is a membership externality, on the other hand, where the value to each side increases as more members participate on either side. Using the Uber example, drivers benefit from more riders being on the app, and vice versa. This results in a positive feedback loop, where more users on one side attract more users on the other, which fuels growth.

The platform plays a crucial role in creating these indirect network effects. For this reason, research shows that aspiring platforms must achieve enough users on each side to secure what is known as a critical mass to propel indirect network effects. That is, without a critical mass of users—or a sufficient amount of users to establish minimal demand—on each side, platforms will offer little value to users on either side, and this prevents more users from participating in the platform. This is often referred to as a “chicken and egg” problem, as bringing more users on board on one side of the market

56. See infra Part I.B.
57. Rysman, supra note 44, at 137.
58. Evans & Schmalensee, supra note 32, at 410–11.
59. Id.
60. See id. (using instead an example of a restaurant reservation platform).
61. See id.
62. See id.
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. Id. at 431–33.
66. Id.
requires more users on the other side.67 Platforms may achieve critical mass in a number of ways, including through pricing, product design, and marketing.68 However, without a critical mass, a platform is not viable; without a critical mass of Uber drivers, prospective passengers will not gain utility from the app, and vice versa.69

This specific concern for two-sided platforms creates an environment where a market’s efficiency, at least in digital markets, is maximized with only a few firms, each seeking control of the market.70 As a product or service becomes more popular, it trends toward dominance because its network effects give each consuming user increased utility, which in turn attracts more users.71 The firm’s dominance then creates barriers to entry wherein competition tends to come from outside of the market because of the firm’s power.72 In online markets, some claim that entry barriers are low because competition is “one click away.”73 However, others suggest that the more data an online market gathers about its users, the more the company can harness its network effects to tailor its product to its users with a scope that newcomers may not have access to.74 For example, because of the amount of personalized user data Google gathers through its various features including Gmail, YouTube, and Google Maps, it may be able to identify whether a user that searches for “apple” desires results pertaining to the fruit or the company.75 Additionally, data accumulation creates an information asymmetry where platforms have access to significant data unavailable to both sides of its market and a capacity to leverage that data to disadvantage platform participants.76 Indeed, the market conditions under which platforms operate can create efficiencies for users, but these efficiencies only arise when the platform is able to get both sides on board.

68. See Evans, supra note 37, at 350.
69. Id.
70. See Khan, supra note 1, at 785 (noting that indirect network effects and control over data in online two-sided markets promote this “winner-take-all” type of environment).
71. See United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 49 (D.C. Cir. 2001); see also Khan, supra note 1, at 785 (“[E]arly advantages become self-reinforcing. The result is that technology platform markets will yield to dominance by a small number of firms.”).
74. STUCKE & GRUNES, supra note 72, at 186; see also Kenneth A. Bamberger & Orly Lobel, Platform Market Power, 32 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1051, 1085 (2017) (arguing that two-sided platforms that collect personal consumer data may raise antitrust concerns including “the possibility of anticompetitive price discrimination and exacerbated lock-in effects by personalizing the platform experience”).
75. STUCKE & GRUNES, supra note 72, at 188.
76. See Bamberger & Lobel, supra note 74, at 1086 (citing Ryan Calo & Alex Rosenblat, The Taking Economy: Uber, Information, and Power, 117 COLUM. L. REV. 1623, 1624 (2017)).
b. Price-Distribution Focus

Because of the balance of users on each side, pricing in two-sided platforms is more complex than in ordinary businesses.\(^{77}\) While a one-sided firm must focus on the price it charges to its customers, or the price level, a two-sided platform must attend primarily to the way it distributes its prices between its two sides.\(^{78}\) Thus, even holding the price level constant, an adjustment to the price distribution, also known as price structure, can affect the participation levels of each side.\(^{79}\) The price distribution may even reach its equilibrium when one side is not charged at all. This occurs, for example, on ad-supported platforms, like Google, where the site is free for searchers but has costs for advertisers.\(^{80}\) Similarly, many credit cards are free for consumer-users, but all credit card companies charge merchants a fee for each transaction.\(^{81}\)

c. User Dynamics: Multi- and Single-Homing

The ways two-sided platforms compete with each other also differ greatly from one-sided platforms. A crucial distinction is whether users on one or both sides engage in a process called multi-homing.\(^{82}\) A user multi-homes if she uses several competing platforms in an industry and single-homes if she only uses one.\(^{83}\) For example, both rideshare drivers and passengers may alternate between Uber and Lyft, and thus, these users multi-home. On the other hand, smartphone users only use one operating system and do not alternate between iOS and Android, while app developers may make apps for both platforms.\(^{84}\) Therefore, users single-home and developers multi-home. Multi-homing tends to arise within a given side of a platform if users view the alternative platforms as reasonably substitutable and if there are not significant fixed costs required to use such platforms.\(^{85}\) Firms may encourage or require users on one side to single-home through exclusivity contracts.\(^{86}\) All else being equal, if there is more multi-homing on both sides, then competing platforms will compete more aggressively, lowering prices.\(^{87}\) Research shows that when there is single-homing on one side and multi-homing on the other, platforms have incentives to compete aggressively for

---

77. See, e.g., Evans, supra note 37, at 349.
78. See Rochet & Tirole, supra note 49, at 990 (“Under multisidedness, platforms must choose a price structure and not only a price level.”).
79. Id. at 997.
81. Evans, supra note 37, at 335–36.
84. Katz & Sallet, supra note 38, at 2155–60.
85. Hovenkamp, supra note 13 (manuscript at 17).
86. Evans, supra note 37, at 356.
87. See Rochet & Tirole, supra note 49, at 1004.
the single-homing customer. 88 Therefore, it is confusing to speak of the competitiveness of the market for two-sided platforms because there are two potential markets with different competitive conditions. 89

B. Types of Two-Sided Platforms: The Transaction Distinction

Although there may not be consensus on what defines a two-sided platform or when it matters that a platform is two-sided, it is evident that there are different types of multisided platforms, differentiated by, among other things, the inherent value of their product to their users. This is important because firms structured differently may compete with different parties, and this requires different economic and antitrust analyses. This section gives an overview of the different types of firms and distinguishes them from one another.

1. Transaction and Exchange Platforms

The most studied type of platform is what this Note will refer to as the transaction platform, also known as the “market-maker.” 90 This is not only where American Express and Amazon Marketplace fit in but also includes rideshare apps, online markets and their offline analogues, and dating websites. 91 A transaction platform may either provide a marketplace for buyers and sellers to complete their transaction—which reduces the transaction costs associated with buyers and sellers finding one another—or, in the case of the credit card market, facilitate the means of the transaction between buyers and sellers who have already found one another. 92 These markets are characterized by the observability of the transaction between the users of their corresponding sides (e.g., buyers and sellers). 93 That is, both merchants and cardholders are aware that they are transacting. 94 Competing transaction platforms are typically considered substitutes by both buyers and sellers. 95 For example, a buyer can buy and a seller can sell on eBay instead of Amazon Marketplace. Further, and importantly, the platform itself derives its value only from connecting its two sides; the platform itself has no inherent value. 96 Thus, for a transaction platform to be valuable, it must rely heavily on indirect network effects.

88. Armstrong, supra note 82, at 680.
89. See id.
90. See Evans, supra note 37, at 334; see also Lapo Filistrucchi et al., Market Definition in Two-Sided Markets: Theory and Practice, 10 J. COMPETITION L. & ECON. 293, 298 (2014).
91. Evans, supra note 37, at 334.
92. See id. at 335. For this reason, some have distinguished transaction platforms and exchange platforms. See David S. Evans & Richard Schmalensee, The Industrial Organization of Markets with Two-Sided Platforms, 3 COMPETITION POL'Y INT'L 151, 153–56 (2007).
93. Filistrucchi et al., supra note 90, at 302.
94. Id.
95. Id. at 303. For example, American Express may differentiate its product as a more upscale alternative to other brands of credit cards.
96. See Rochet & Tirole, supra note 49, at 990 (“Cardholders value credit or debit cards only to the extent that these are accepted by the merchants they patronize.”).
2. Ad-Supported Platforms

This Note refers to the other major type of two-sided platform as an ad-supported platform. Also described as “audience-makers” or, perhaps more confusingly, “media platforms,” ad-supported platforms operate through a business model that seeks to match advertisers with consumers. They typically include television, radio, and internet content providers. Unlike transaction platforms, ad-supported platforms contain inherent value for consumers, while consumers are generally indifferent to advertisers. For this reason, there is a clear indirect network effect between advertisers and viewers (or readers or users) because advertisers value ad-supported platforms with more viewers. However, unlike transaction platforms, based on the premise that viewers may be indifferent to advertising, the indirect network effect between viewers and advertisers is less clear.

Even though there is an interaction between the advertiser and the consumer through the platform, it is generally not observable to the platform. That is, if there is a transaction (sale) between the advertiser and the consumer, it is delayed—and does not occur on the platform itself—but rather through the means specified in the advertisement. Unlike transaction platforms, ad-supported platforms do not set the terms of the transaction between the two sides. Furthermore, the platforms with which the advertisers compete will be very different from those with which the consumers compete. That is, users will appraise substitutability by the type of content on the platform, while advertisers will focus on factors like the market catered to and how the ads are delivered. For example, while Netflix and Hulu may be competitors for users, advertisers may decide between placing ads in a wider variety of media, e.g., newspapers, video ads, banner ads, and more.

3. Software Platforms

An additional distinct type of two-sided platform is the software platform, which provides services that link app developers and app users. Operating

---

97. Evans, supra note 37, at 335.
98. Katz & Sallet, supra note 38, at 2156.
99. See also Hovenkamp, supra note 13 (manuscript at 16) (noting that because of the inherent value of the products, advertising may be used as an alternative or supplement to price). See generally Evans, supra note 37.
100. Times-Picayune Publ’g Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594, 613 (1953).
101. See Filistrucchi et al., supra note 90, at 323–24.
102. Id.
103. Id. at 298.
104. Id. at 298 n.11.
105. See id. (“[A]t best only a delayed transaction is present . . . and this transaction is not identifiable.”).
106. Id. at 298.
107. Id.
108. See Evans & Noel, supra note 7, at 697–98 (discussing the varied competitive environments among one- and two-sided platforms).
109. Id. at 678–79.
systems like iOS, OSX, Android, and Windows, as well as video game consoles like Xbox and PlayStation, function by permitting users to run the developers’ applications only if the users have the same software platform on which the developers relied to create their application. In the case of operating systems, platform owners derive the bulk of their revenue from users buying the device on which the platform exists, and developers may obtain access to platform services for free. Because of this imbalance, no single market-share metric accurately summarizes the position of, for example, competing video game platforms, and, to understand the market dynamics, it is important to consider both the competitors’ shares of video console sales and their shares of game sales.

C. Complex, Vertically Integrated Platforms: Amazon

The largest tech companies, including Amazon, Google, Facebook, and Apple, in their widespread growth and diversification, contain elements of all of the aforementioned types of platforms. Amazon is “best understood as a retail, shipping, and logistics platform that operates as the infrastructure for twenty-first century retail.” Amazon acts as a transaction platform through Amazon Marketplace by facilitating transactions between third-party sellers and users. Amazon also functions as an ad-supported platform by hosting ads throughout its website for both products sold on Amazon and external products and services. Third, Amazon has software platform features as well, including its Kindle device and app, which is a platform where Amazon connects e-book readers with publishers and writers. Amazon also dominates in infrastructure and logistics, operating by far the largest cloud-computing platform, as well as Fulfillment By Amazon (FBA)—a logistics and delivery service for independent sellers.

---

110. See, e.g., ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, MARKET DEFINITION IN ANTITRUST: THEORY AND CASE STUDIES 448 (2012). Note that exceptions exist in the form of open-source operating systems and software.
111. Evans & Noel, supra note 7, at 679.
112. ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, supra note 110, at 448.
113. See, e.g., David S. Evans, Antitrust Issues Raised by the Emerging Internet Economy, 102 NW. U. L. REV. 285, 295 (2008) (identifying Google as an “interconnected web ecosystem”). While this Note focuses on Amazon, much of the legal and empirical scholarship on Google is useful by analogy.
115. Khan, supra note 1, at 710.
These services, when used in tandem, create efficiencies through vertical integration that greatly benefit consumers.\textsuperscript{120}

Amazon’s third-party marketplace, the largest e-retailer with 31.3 percent of e-commerce market share,\textsuperscript{121} is to some degree a typical transaction platform, in that it links buyers and sellers of both new and used products through its website and mobile app.\textsuperscript{122} Notably, one of the competitors that sellers compete with is Amazon itself. Amazon contracts with manufacturers separately to sell products directly to consumers with free two-day shipping through a service called Amazon Prime.\textsuperscript{123} However, this service is not offered by default to other Amazon Marketplace sellers.\textsuperscript{124} Amazon Prime membership requires a consumer to pay an annual fee for free shipping as well as other perks.\textsuperscript{125} A subset of Amazon Prime items are manufactured by Amazon, most identifiably under the AmazonBasics product line.\textsuperscript{126} So when a shopper seeks to buy, for example, a stapler, she may buy an AmazonBasics-brand stapler from Amazon, or alternatively an outside-brand stapler through a third-party seller on Amazon.\textsuperscript{127}

For products that are available from a variety of sellers, including Amazon itself, the list of all sellers is made available; however, 82 percent of sales are made without consideration, through Amazon’s “buy-box.”\textsuperscript{128} The buy-box is simply Amazon’s add-to-cart button, which algorithmically chooses the default seller for a customer, updating in real time.\textsuperscript{129} Price is the most important feature used by the buy-box algorithm to select the default seller, but it is not determinative, as customer feedback and ratings of the seller are also used.\textsuperscript{130} As of 2017, the buy-box algorithm is used even for products that Amazon sells directly.\textsuperscript{131} Thus, Amazon Marketplace may be thought of as a transaction platform that also competes with its seller side.

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{120} 3B AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 9, ¶ 755 (“Vertical integration occurs when a firm provides for itself some input that it might otherwise purchase on the market. As a result, the input is said to be produced within the firm rather than purchased from another firm.”).
\textsuperscript{122} OLIVIA LAVECCHIA & STACY MITCHELL, INST. FOR LOCAL SELF-RELIANCE, AMAZON’S STRANGLEHOLD: HOW THE COMPANY’S TIGHTENING GRIP IS STIFLING COMPETITION, ERODING JOBS, AND THREATENING COMMUNITIES 20 (2016).
\textsuperscript{123} Id.
\textsuperscript{124} Id.
\textsuperscript{125} Id.
\textsuperscript{126} Id. Some commentators have suggested that with the exception of AmazonBasics, Amazon often fails to distinguish many of its private label brands. See, e.g., Ian Morris, AmazonBasics: Peeling Back Amazon’s Private Labels, TWICE (Mar. 14, 2019), https://www.twice.com/retailing/amazonbasics-private-label-house-brands-2019 [https://perma.cc/22PT-67HP].
\textsuperscript{127} Cf. LAVECCHIA & MITCHELL, supra note 122, at 24.
\textsuperscript{128} Id. at 20.
\textsuperscript{129} Id.
\end{flushleft}
For the bulk of Amazon’s services, both customers and vendors multi-home.\textsuperscript{132} For example, third-party sellers may sell their products through other platforms, and users, also, may buy the products through other platforms. However, users may come close to single-homing through use of Amazon Prime for their online retail needs to justify the upfront fixed cost that they paid to enroll in the service.\textsuperscript{133} Indeed, data suggests that less than 1 percent of Amazon Prime members are likely to consider competitor retail sites in the same shopping session.\textsuperscript{134} This percentage may reflect high switching costs—those “borne by customers who have already purchased a product and who would then incur some cost in switching to another product.”\textsuperscript{135} Switching-cost analysis may also be extended from price alone to account for the difficulty of breaking a habit like shopping primarily on Amazon Prime.\textsuperscript{136} Near single-homing by users makes Amazon evermore valuable for vendors, as vendors may not consider competing platforms equally substitutable. Thus, these indirect network effects create conditions akin to single-homing on the seller side, and some vendors have expressed that they have no choice but to sell on Amazon despite being unable to compete.\textsuperscript{137}

Lastly, through its vertical integration, Amazon is able to collect a variety of consumer data in real time about “which products are sold to whom, at what price, and which packaging or incentives work.”\textsuperscript{138} Said data, in addition to helping Amazon understand its consumers, may also provide intelligence about potential competitive threats, which Amazon may use to


\textsuperscript{133} Khan, supra note 1, at 752. A former Amazon employee confirmed that Amazon Prime’s fixed enrollment cost, which competitors like Target and Walmart lack, was designed to get users to single-home. See Brad Stone, \textit{What’s in Amazon’s Box?: Instant Gratification}, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Nov. 24, 2010, 5:00 PM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2010-11-24/whats-in-amazons-box-instant-gratification [https://perma.cc/YJA8-FYC2].

\textsuperscript{134} Khan, supra note 1, at 752.

\textsuperscript{135} PSI Repair Servs., Inc. v. Honeywell, Inc., 104 F.3d 811, 818 (6th Cir. 1997).

\textsuperscript{136} Cf. Mark R. Patterson, \textit{Google and Search-Engine Market Power}, HARV. J.L. & TECH OCCASIONAL PAPER SERIES, July 2013, at 4 (arguing that quality, as opposed to market power, is a preferable metric in certain circumstances because “[a]lthough some of Google’s practices seem designed to increase switching costs, such costs probably do remain low”). \textit{Contra} Sokol & Ma, supra note 132, at 50 (arguing that platforms have low switching-costs, enabling multi-homing). See generally Adam Candeub, \textit{Behavioral Economics, Internet Search, and Antitrust}, 9 I/S: J.L. & POL’Y FOR INFO. SOC’Y 407 (2014) (arguing that in online markets, users develop powerful behavioral tendencies from the desire to reduce cognitive costs, which in turn create high switching costs).


II. ANTITRUST REVIEW OF TWO-SIDED PLATFORMS

Like single-sided firms, the anticompetitive practices of two-sided platforms are subject to review by courts and regulators, who seek to promote fair competition for consumers’ benefit. In AmEx, the practice in question was a contractual restriction by American Express that prohibited merchants from steering customers away from American Express to a card with lower merchant fees at the point of sale. Specifically, merchants who accepted American Express cards were prohibited from asking consumers to pay with a different (Visa, Mastercard, or Discover) card. This section will give background on potentially anticompetitive restraints and how they are litigated and investigated through antitrust law, and it will pay special attention to platforms that may now be identified as two-sided in the aftermath of AmEx. Part II.A of this section provides an introduction to antitrust review and the tests courts and regulators use to assess the specific practices in dispute. Next, Part II.B discusses a common factor in the aforementioned tests used for two-sided platforms and the test used in AmEx: both define the relevant market that an antitrust defendant’s allegedly anticompetitive conduct impacts (“market definition”). Specifically, this section discusses how and for what purpose courts determine market definition, as well as scholarship debating how to properly define relevant markets of two-sided platforms prior to AmEx. Finally, Part II.C discusses specific business practices and restraints of trade for which market definition could be crucial to the outcome of platform litigation, as it was in AmEx, with examples discussing Amazon’s practices in particular.

A. Antitrust Review Generally

As discussed earlier, prior to AmEx, antitrust case law regarding two-sided platforms, transactional or otherwise, developed outside the context of economics literature. Based on the type of behavior litigated or investigated, the analysis varied. This section contains an overview of antitrust causes of action particularly regarding two-sided platforms.

1. Sherman Act § 1 and the Rule of Reason Test as Applied to Horizontal and Vertical Restraints

Anticompetitive practices are typically litigated under one of two statutes, both of which are more judicial than statutory in nature: the Sherman

139. Id. at 50.
140. See, e.g., Evans & Noel, supra note 7, at 669.
141. AmEx, 138 S. Ct. 2274, 2277 (2018); see also Evans, supra note 83, at 13–14 (identifying steering as a behavioral restriction imposed by payment card systems).
142. AmEx, 138 S. Ct. at 2277.
143. Areeda & Herbert, supra note 10, ¶ 1502[B].
Antitrust Act\textsuperscript{144} and the Clayton Antitrust Act.\textsuperscript{145} Section 1 of the Sherman Act prohibits “[e]very contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States.”\textsuperscript{146} Section 2 focuses specifically on monopolizing or attempting or conspiring to do so.\textsuperscript{147}

Restraints of trade may be unreasonable in one of two ways: (1) unreasonable per se because they “always or almost always tend to restrict competition and decrease output”\textsuperscript{148} or (2) under the rule of reason test, which requires a fact-specific assessment of market power and structure to assess a restraint’s actual effect on competition.\textsuperscript{149} Restraints litigated through the rule of reason test are typically separated into horizontal and vertical categories.\textsuperscript{150} This distinction is important; horizontal restraints—anticompetitive conduct done in coordination with competitors—is provided less leeway and punished more harshly than conduct that occurs within a firm at various levels of distribution (vertical).\textsuperscript{151} That is, there is a presumption that a firm acting in coordination with others has more power and less of a procompetitive rationale than a firm acting alone.\textsuperscript{152} Because agreements among distributors are such an ordinary and necessary part of business,\textsuperscript{153} vertical restraints are only found unlawful when they are unreasonable. They are found to be unreasonable when they reduce output which increases prices in relation to costs.\textsuperscript{154}

The rule of reason test, which attempts to assess the reasonableness of a particular restraint, is a multipronged, burden-shifting test that seeks to compare the competitive effects of challenged behavior relative to alternatives, such as abandonment or a less restrictive substitute.\textsuperscript{155} The plaintiff has the initial burden to prove that the challenged restraint has an anticompetitive effect that harms customers in the relevant market.\textsuperscript{156} If the plaintiff meets this burden, the burden then shifts to the defendant to show a procompetitive rationale.\textsuperscript{157} If the defendant makes this showing, the burden then shifts back to the plaintiff to show that the procompetitive efficiencies

\textsuperscript{147} Id. § 2.
\textsuperscript{150} See, e.g., 11 AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 10, ¶ 1901.
\textsuperscript{152} See AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 10, ¶ 1512.
\textsuperscript{153} Vertical restraints often have procompetitive justifications, which result in benefits to both sides of a two-sided platform. See Evans, supra note 4, at 9.
\textsuperscript{154} Herbert Hovenkamp, The Rule of Reason, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 81, 159–60 (2018). Thus, vertical restraints have an implicit horizontal impact, either through collusion or exclusion. Id.
\textsuperscript{155} AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 10, ¶ 1500.
\textsuperscript{156} Id. ¶ 1502.
\textsuperscript{157} Id.
could be reasonably achieved through less anticompetitive means. The plaintiff’s need to satisfy the initial burden is crucial because 95 percent of rule of reason cases are won or lost at the first step.

Regarding the first prong of the rule of reason test, the plaintiff can show a restraint’s anticompetitive effects either directly by evidence of actual detrimental effects on competition, such as reduced output or increased prices in the relevant market, or indirectly by proof of market power plus some evidence that the restraint harms competition. Usually, to prove anticompetitive effects, the plaintiff must define the relevant market. But the method of defining the market, and even the underlying purpose of how to do so, is not settled, especially as applied to two-sided platforms and their many variants.

2. Predatory Pricing: The *Brooke Group* Test

Although antitrust law is not usually concerned with setting a limit on price competition, under certain conditions, low prices may have anticompetitive effects. Predatory pricing occurs when a platform attempts to drive rivals out of business by lowering prices or issuing subsidies to one or several of the groups it serves. After driving said rival out of business, the platform can then raise prices or reduce subsidies to recoup its losses.

Predatory pricing claims do not rely upon the Sherman Act § 1 rule of reason but instead on the Robinson-Patman Act or section 2 of the Sherman Act. The elements for a prima facie claim are virtually identical under each act, but the Sherman Act requires a higher standard of proof.

While claims are brought under the aforementioned statutes, courts use the two-part test introduced in *Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson*

---

158. Id.
160. See, e.g., Craftsmen Limousine, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., 491 F.3d 380, 390 (8th Cir. 2007); Virgin Atl. Airways Ltd. v. British Airways PLC, 257 F.3d 256, 264 (2d Cir. 2001).
163. See infra Part II.C.
164. supra note 9, ¶ 723a.
166. Id.
168. id. § 2.
To determine predatory pricing cases, \( \text{Tobacco Corp.} \) to decide predatory pricing cases. In this test, plaintiffs must show that the defendant’s price was below an appropriate measure of cost and that the defendant had a dangerous probability of recouping its upfront losses through enhanced market power. This test is difficult to satisfy by design, as the Court did not want to condemn procompetitive and consumer-friendly price cuts. Despite predatory pricing’s different test, market definition must occur nonetheless because “[s]uccess requires not just below-cost pricing but a product market that will allow the would-be monopolist to raise prices later without the threat of new market entrants.”

B. Market Definition Is Applied in the Rule of Reason and Brooke Group Tests

Defining the relevant market in which an allegedly monopolizing firm competes is a necessary inquiry under both the rule of reason and Brooke Group tests. While the ultimate goal of defining the relevant market is undeniably to determine whether a firm has power in said market, the method used to properly define it has evolved over time, and it was an issue of first impression in AmEx with respect to two-sided platforms specifically. And although courts and regulators alike have reasoned that it is not always necessary to define the relevant market, especially when there is direct evidence of power over and harm to said market, Supreme Court jurisprudence has shown market definition to be an important inquiry.

What is clear is that to define a market is to identify producers providing customers of a firm with alternative sources for the firm’s product or service. A market is the arena where significant substitution in consumption or production occurs. A properly defined market excludes suppliers whose products are different (not within the product market) or who

---

171. Id. at 222–24.
172. Id.
173. C. Scott Hemphill & Philip J. Weiser, Beyond Brooke Group: Bringing Reality to the Law of Predatory Pricing, 127 Yale L.J. 2048, 2049 (2018) (“The price-cost and recoupment tests are difficult to satisfy and were imposed to serve the Court’s stated goal to avoid condemning—and thereby chilling—procompetitive price cuts.”).
175. See supra Part II.A.1.
176. See supra Part II.A.2.
177. Kaplow, supra note 162, at 440; see also FTC v. Ind. Fed’n of Dentists, 476 U.S. 447, 460 (1986) (identifying more broadly the purposes of market definition and market power as crucial in the determination of whether an arrangement “has the potential for genuine adverse effects on competition”).
178. See Evans, supra note 4, at 3 (“Many questions concerning the design of antitrust analysis involving platform businesses remain unsettled and there are divergences, as well as common ground, among the approaches different courts have taken.”).
179. Ind. Fed’n, 476 U.S. at 460–61; see also Todd v. Exxon Corp., 275 F.3d 191, 207 (2d Cir. 2001) (recognizing the use of anticompetitive effects alone to demonstrate market power).
180. 2B Areeda & Hovenkamp, supra note 9, ¶ 530.
181. Id.
do not compete in the same geographic market.\textsuperscript{182} Depending on the characteristics of the market, a firm’s raise in price of its product may make substitutes more attractive to buyers and entry more attractive to sellers.\textsuperscript{183} For example, if Uber raises its prices, Lyft may appeal to riders who do not wish to pay the increased price.

The emergence of defining relevant markets in antitrust may be traced to United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours \& Co.,\textsuperscript{184} where the Supreme Court opined that “[e]very manufacturer is the sole producer of the particular commodity it makes but its control [over price] depends upon the availability of alternative commodities for buyers.”\textsuperscript{185} The du Pont Court framed the initial scope of the inquiry for market definition: “products that have reasonable interchangeability for the purposes for which they are produced—price, use and qualities considered.”\textsuperscript{186} However, the Court failed to find a monopoly by defining the relevant market as all flexible packaging materials instead of cellophane specifically.\textsuperscript{187} This is now referred to as the “cellophane fallacy” because while some consumers may have viewed some other products as substitutes for cellophane, it was only because cellophane was too expensive as a result of du Pont’s monopolistic pricing.\textsuperscript{188} Thus, du Pont shows that failing to consider the market conditions may result in an overbroad definition.

In Brown Shoe Co. v. United States,\textsuperscript{189} a few years after du Pont, the Court reinforced its interchangeability approach but did not fall victim to the same fallacy. The Court expanded on du Pont by explaining that within a “broad market, well-defined submarkets may exist which, in themselves, constitute product markets for antitrust purposes.”\textsuperscript{190} Instead of providing a bright-line rule to determine whether one is in a broad market or a submarket, the Court provided a list of factors to consider: (1) industry or public recognition of the submarket as a separate economic entity, (2) the product’s peculiar characteristics and uses, (3) unique production facilities, (4) distinct customers, (5) distinct prices, (6) sensitivity to price changes, and (7) specialized vendors.\textsuperscript{191}

\textsuperscript{182} Id. Subsequent discussion will focus on product market, as geographic market is less relevant to e-commerce, and therefore outside the scope of this Note.
\textsuperscript{183} Id.
\textsuperscript{184} 351 U.S. 377 (1956).
\textsuperscript{185} Id. at 380.
\textsuperscript{186} Id. at 404.
\textsuperscript{187} Id.
\textsuperscript{188} See Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Tech. Servs., Inc., 504 U.S. 451, 471 (1992) (“The existence of significant substitution in the event of further price increases or even at the current price does not tell us whether the defendant already exercises significant market power”) (quoting Phillip E. Areeda & Louis Kaplow, Antitrust Analysis ¶ 340(b) (4th ed. 1988))).
\textsuperscript{189} 370 U.S 294 (1962).
\textsuperscript{190} Id. at 325.
\textsuperscript{191} Id.
Later, in both United States v. Grinnell Corp.192 and Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services, Inc.,193 the Court began to take a more flexible approach and placed an emphasis on “commercial realities” in pursuit of a practical solution. In Grinnell, the Court, distinguishing home alarms that were centrally monitored from those that were not, held that an overbroad definition would not accurately reflect the commercial realities of the market because certain portions of the consumer population would not actually consider products in the alleged market substitutable.194

Doubling down on this reasoning almost thirty years later, the Kodak Court justified including aftermarket products and services in the relevant market for photocopier replacement parts because photocopier owners may have considered them interchangeable with Kodak’s parts.195 Thus, the Court’s jurisprudence has allowed for, if not encouraged, practical considerations when defining relevant markets.

C. Specific Practices Through Which Two-Sidedness Could Matter to Market Definition Calculation

While AmEx established that two-sidedness is a consequential inquiry, it does not follow that any action against a platform would implicate its two-sidedness. This section discusses some of the practices that Amazon Marketplace has engaged in that would in fact implicate Amazon’s two-sidedness.

1. Most-Favored-Nation Provisions for Platforms

One typical vertical restraint is a most-favored-nation provision (an “MFN”), also known as a “price parity provision.”196 Some distinguish an MFN from a platform MFN.197 The former pertains to agreements between sellers and buyers about the prices that sellers will charge other buyers, while the latter concerns agreements between sellers and platforms about the prices that sellers will charge buyers who will purchase through other platforms.198 A platform MFN is imposed by the platform on the merchant and requires that a merchant refrain from offering its products or services at lower prices elsewhere.199 This guarantees that the platform charges the lowest price available for the merchant’s product.200 The merchant may agree to the MFN
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194. Grinnell, 384 U.S. at 572–74. But see generally FTC v. Advocate Health Care Network, 841 F.3d 460 (7th Cir. 2016) (including medical procedures that customers would not consider substitutable in the assessment of relevant markets).
195. Kodak, 504 U.S. at 481–82.
198. Id.
199. Id. at 2178.
200. Id.
because the platform’s market power restricts its alternatives or because the weakened competition also benefits the merchant.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Evidence suggests that MFNs lead to higher prices for consumers by preventing rival discounting and/or discouraging entry.\footnote{See, e.g., Jonathan B. Baker & Judith A. Chevalier, \textit{The Competitive Consequences of Most-Favored-Nations Provisions}, \textit{Antitrust}, Spring 2013, at 20, 22–25 (surveying the economics literature on the adverse competitive effects of MFNs).} Further, a 2016 literature review detailed the potential of MFNs to soften competition between retailers on the margin charged to suppliers, restrict entry at the retailer level, and fully eliminate price competition at the retail level.\footnote{Amelia Fletcher & Morten Hviid, \textit{Broad Retail Price MFN Clauses: Are They RPM “at Its Worst”?}, 81 \textit{Antitrust L.J.} 65, 69, 73–79 (2016) (using the term “broad retail price” MFNs to discuss what Jonathan B. Baker and Fiona Scott Morton call “platform” MFNs); see also \textit{Baker & Morton, supra} note 197, at 2181.}

One recent instance of platform MFN litigation was \textit{United States v. Apple Inc.},\footnote{952 F. Supp. 2d 638 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), aff’d, 791 F.3d 290 (2d Cir. 2015).} frequently referred to as the “e-books case.” Underlying the case, Apple planned to release the iPad and sought to gain control of the e-book market from Amazon, which possessed over 90 percent of the market.\footnote{Jonathan B. Baker, \textit{Cartel Ringmaster or Competition Creator?: The Ebooks Case Against Apple (2013), in The Antitrust Revolution: Economics, Competition, and Policy} 471, 471 (John E. Kwoka, Jr. & Lawrence J. White eds., 7th ed. 2018).} To do so, Apple instituted an MFN with five e-book publishers wherein the publishers set price caps for e-books, and, if a certain book was offered more cheaply elsewhere (e.g., on Amazon), the publisher was required to reduce its price on the Apple iBookstore and, ultimately, receive less in commission.\footnote{Apple Inc., 952 F. Supp. 2d at 648–50.} Here, the Southern District of New York found in favor of the plaintiffs, holding that the MFN provisions

\begin{quote}
not only protected Apple by guaranteeing it could match the lowest retail price listed on any competitor’s e-bookstore, but also imposed a severe financial penalty upon the [publisher defendants if they did not force Amazon and other retailers similarly to change their business models and cede control over e-book pricing to the [publisher defendants.\footnote{Id. at 648.}
\end{quote}

Similarly, through a platform MFN, Amazon Marketplace prohibited sellers from offering lower prices on their own sites or any other online marketplaces.\footnote{Benjamin Edelman & Julian Wright, \textit{Price Restrictions in Multi-Sided Platforms: Practices and Responses}, 10 \textit{Competition Pol’y Int’l} 86, 90–91 (2014). Though the authors deem this restraint a price coherence practice, not an MFN, the restraint in question is what Baker and Morton identify as a platform MFN. \textit{Id.} at 92–93; see also \textit{Baker & Morton, supra} note 198.} Following pressure from policymakers, Amazon eventually removed the provision from its seller terms in the spring of
2019,209 several years after doing so in the European Union.210 By
maintaining the provision, sellers likely suffered substantial lost profits, but
more crucially, its removal indicates that Amazon’s seller-restrictive
practices are not necessary ingredients to the company’s success.211

2. Predatory Pricing

Two-sided platforms may use predatory pricing as a means of getting both
sides on board in pursuit of critical mass212 or by charging unprofitably low
prices to prevent potential competitors from reaching critical mass.213

Lina Khan attributes much of Amazon’s success to its willingness to
forego profits to establish dominance—i.e., predatory pricing.214 She argues
that Amazon did this in a variety of ways, including through Amazon Prime
membership, which has been calculated to cost them 1–2 billion dollars every
year to sustain.215 Similarly, Amazon has foregone profits by pricing
products below cost, in what could either be considered loss leading or
predatory pricing.216 Consider the conduct leading up to the e-books case.217
Amazon priced bestseller e-books below wholesale costs in an attempt to
capture the market.218 Indeed, Amazon found this strategy successful, as
Amazon sold around 90 percent of all e-books through 2009.219 Amazon
was able to recoup its losses through other avenues and major publishers
feared Amazon’s price point would permanently drive down the price
consumers would pay for e-books.220 As a result, five publishing companies
acted together with assistance from Apple to withhold new e-books from

\[\text{209. Ahiza Garcia, }\text{Amazon Will No Longer Dictate How Sellers Price Their Products,}
\text{CNN BUS. (Mar. 11, 2019, 9:11 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/11/tech/amazon-price-
stipulations/index.html [https://perma.cc/5J5U-6JU6].}
\]
\[\text{210. Press Release, Office of Fair Trading, OFT Welcomes Amazon’s Decision to End}
\text{Price Parity Policy (Aug. 29, 2013), https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
T27S-BKXR].}
\]
\[\text{211. That is, restrictive practices may not be elements of Amazon’s “flywheel,” the self-
reinforcing loop of efficiencies powering its business. See Brad Stone, The Everything}
\text{Store: Jeff Bezos and the Age of Amazon 241–42 (2013).}
\]
\[\text{212. See supra Part I.A.}
\]
\[\text{213. Evans & Schmalensee, supra note 32, at 436–37.}
\]
\[\text{214. Khan, supra note 1, at 747–55; see also Stone, supra note 211, at 278 (“As suppliers}
\text{had learned over the past decade, no matter the category, Amazon wielded its market power}
\text{neither lightly nor gracefully, employing every bit of leverage to improve its own margins and}
\text{pass along savings to its customers.”).}
\]
\[\text{215. Khan, supra note 1, at 751 (citing Deepa Seetharaman & Nathan Layne, Free Delivery}
\text{Creates Holiday Boon for U.S. Consumers at High Cost, REUTERS (Jan. 2, 2015, 12:22 PM),}
\text{https://www.reuters.com/article/us-retail-shipping-holidays-analysis/free-delivery-creates-
holiday-boon-for-u-s-consumers-at-high-cost-idUSKBN0KB0P720150102 [https://perma.cc/55NZ-YFZM]).}
\]
\[\text{216. Id. at 756.}
\]
\[\text{217. See supra Part II.B.1.}
\]
\[\text{218. See generally Kirkwood, supra note 117.}
\]
\text{290 (2d Cir. 2015).}
\]
\[\text{220. Kirkwood, supra note 117, at 9.} \]
Amazon. Amazon quickly relented and accepted their pricing terms. The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) felt that this was a routine case of price-fixing by the publishers, but in many ways the e-books case has come to represent the notion that potentially illegal means are the only ones that can slow Amazon down.

Although the e-books case is most notorious, it is just one of many examples of below-cost pricing that Amazon uses to drive out competitors. In some cases, Amazon has sought to acquire competing digital retailers, and, when said retailers were not interested, Amazon dropped its prices until the companies were pressured to agree. For example, Zappos, a smaller company with a much larger share of the shoe market than Amazon, sold itself to Amazon after Amazon lowered its shoe prices. In fact, the larger retailer lost “money on each sale” to force the smaller company’s surrender.

While a predatory pricing challenge to Amazon has long been considered untenable because courts consider the practice to be irrational, new research on Amazon’s business model suggests that it may not be so irrational after all. Without access to Amazon’s internal business records, it is impossible to establish that the company is selling products at a loss. But Amazon is recouping costs of operating at a loss not by raising consumer prices as would be expected but by shifting those costs onto its marketplace sellers. “Amazon can sell the same products, for the same price, but push more and more vendors to become third-party sellers on the Marketplace—offloading the costs of fulfillment and allowing Amazon to charge those same entities higher fees.” Indeed, recent reporting shows that Amazon plans to do just this, while simultaneously raising prices on its fulfillment services that have become nearly essential for sellers. This theory of predatory pricing is consistent with studies showing that the likelihood of
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225. STONE, supra note 211, at 250–56, 286–90.
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227. Id. at 253; see also id. at 250–56.
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232. See Sussman, supra note 229.
Amazon’s entry into a seller’s market is positively correlated with the popularity and customer ratings of the seller’s products.\textsuperscript{233} By shifting more costly transactions to third-party sellers and appropriating less costly transactions from sellers for its own benefit, this suggests a viable means of recoupment under \textit{Brooke Group}.\textsuperscript{234} While this theory is admittedly inchoate, it may survive a motion to dismiss in an antitrust case and allow for discovery.

3. Exclusionary Conduct Resulting from Dual Distribution

In a dual distribution arrangement, a manufacturer simultaneously sells goods or services to independent dealers and to those who might otherwise be customers of those dealers.\textsuperscript{235} For these latter sales, the manufacturer is acting as its own dealer, perhaps through an owned division or subsidiary.\textsuperscript{236} The manufacturer may thus compete with the independent dealers handling its product and might restrict that competition by imposing restraints on the independent dealers.\textsuperscript{237} While dual distribution is not inherently anticompetitive and is often practical to expand a firm’s geographic reach, antitrust concerns arise when the dual distribution results in the manufacturer being in competition with its customer or when customers on different competitive levels compete with each other.\textsuperscript{238}

This hybrid relationship has confused some courts, which have been uncertain whether to characterize it as vertical—because it is imposed by the manufacturer upon its dealers—or as horizontal—because it is imposed by the manufacturer-as-dealer upon rival dealers.\textsuperscript{239} For example, where Coca-Cola used bottling companies in some geographic areas and did the bottling itself in others, the system was found to be vertical because Coca-Cola established the system itself, observed the same restraints as other bottlers, and there was no control by or conspiracy with the other licensees.\textsuperscript{240} However, other courts have concluded that dual distribution restraints are horizontal because the manufacturer and distributor operate on the same level.\textsuperscript{241} Whether the restraint is deemed horizontal or vertical is important because it will determine whether the rule of reason is used or whether the restraint will be anticompetitive per se.\textsuperscript{242}

\begin{itemize}
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The dual distribution model, while not perfectly designed for or typically associated with two-sided platforms, may be a helpful lens through which to view some of Amazon’s practices, specifically in its competition with its own third-party sellers. To be clear, Amazon’s structure differs from the typical dual distribution arrangement, where a manufacturer sells to an independent distributor and the distributor’s potential customers (thus competing with its customer), as Amazon is better characterized as a seller of goods that sells directly to end users but also allows others to sell to end users on its platform.

The dual distribution model has been used in similarly unconventional arrangements. In Dimidowich v. Bell & Howell, the Ninth Circuit ruled that a manufacturer of microfilm products lawfully maintained a service organization to repair and replace its equipment except in one market where it authorized a single dealer-representative to make repairs. This hybrid of dual distributorship and a horizontal relationship could be analyzed as a dual distributorship because of its potential procompetitive effects. Thus, under a slightly different arrangement, Amazon still competes with its potential customers in their capacity as sellers, and the dual distribution model contains flexibility to account for this practice.

And indeed, the European Commission and the DOJ are investigating Amazon for competing with its sellers. On its face, this behavior is not a problem, and could even be procompetitive, but Amazon uses its marketplace platform and thus the data of its sellers “as a vast laboratory to spot new products to sell, test sales of potential new goods, and exert more control over
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247. As the characterization of Amazon’s inequitable competition with its sellers as a dual distribution arrangement has not been a widely adopted view, it may be more useful to think about it as a problematic outcome of vertical integration or controlling more than one phase of a supply chain. See, e.g., Rahman, supra note 15, at 1675 (calling for “prophylactic limits on vertical integration by . . . Amazon [to] limit the spillover of dominance in retail logistics to adjacent lines of business” (citing Khan, supra note 1, at 793–94)). See generally Khan, supra note 15 (making the case for the separation of Amazon as a vendor and Amazon Marketplace to prevent vertical integration from helping Amazon further entrench its dominance, thwart competition, and stifle innovation).
Data indicates that Amazon is more likely to begin selling items on its retail platform when said items have become popular in its marketplace. Amazon sells these items at a lower price or draws attention from the third-party vendor’s lower price and highlights its own. This practice minimizes the transaction costs associated with testing the products itself and saves Amazon money.

In the above instances, Amazon cut out third-party sellers by purchasing from the manufacturer directly, but Amazon also has responded to popular third-party products by producing and manufacturing cheaper alternatives itself. Thus, Amazon uses its power, data, and vertical integration to take advantage of the fact that some of its customers are also its competitors; Amazon sells products only once their success has been tested. But even after that, Amazon competes advantageously with its third-party sellers and steers consumers toward its own products. These tactics have results: evidence suggests that this practice discourages third-party sellers from pursuing growth on Amazon and stifles innovation. However, due to the vast number of users on Amazon and its underlying market power, third-party sellers may feel pressure to remain on Amazon Marketplace in spite of any anticompetitive tactics. The competitive constraints that Amazon is able to place on both large companies and individual users put it in a unique category of platform, where it can exercise power over users big and small.

D. Defining Platforms’ Relevant Markets Before AmEx: Differing Views

Even though two-sided platforms have been subject to antitrust review in the past, their market definition remained unsettled prior to AmEx—and to some extent may still be. Debate prior to the decision centered around whether a two-sided platform market definition should encompass one side, both sides, or somewhere in between. Additionally, litigation prior to AmEx
defined platforms’ relevant markets through ad hoc reasoning. This section discusses proposed theories prior to *AmEx*.

1. One-Market View

Some believe that because two-sided markets’ competitive effects cannot be inferred from one side of the market alone, an analysis of market-wide output effects is required. That is, even if one side of the market experiences some burden from a particular restraint, it tends to be offset by a significant benefit on the other side. According to the proponents of this view, the reallocation of costs and benefits across the two sides of a two-sided market can be output increasing, output reducing, or output neutral; however, one cannot distinguish between these scenarios simply by looking at the effects on one side. Thus, presuming that harm to one side harms consumer welfare would lead to errors in antitrust analysis. The relevant market is then considered the platform itself, and competition with other platforms then prevents the platform from harming the market as a whole.

In *Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services, Inc.*, the Court considered this view with respect to restraints on aftermarket parts and servicing for Kodak copiers but ultimately shied away from it. The Court recognized that if there was sufficient economic interrelatedness between pricing and demand in the market and aftermarket segments of copier servicing, then it would be appropriate to characterize the market as a single, unified market for purposes of market definition. Indeed, the Court expressly acknowledged that “[i]t may be that [Kodak’s] parts, service, and equipment are components of one unified market, or that the equipment market does discipline the aftermarkets so that all three are priced competitively overall, or that any anti-competitive effects of Kodak’s behavior are outweighed by its competitive effects.” But the Court held that it could not draw those conclusions as a matter of law on summary judgment. In so acknowledging, it foreshadowed how the Court would rule in *AmEx*.
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2. Two-Market View

Others have urged different market definitions for each side of the platform. This has traditionally been the approach to antitrust review of ad-supported platforms like newspapers.\(^{270}\) This approach acknowledges that the markets are not similarly situated enough to be analyzed together because the sides are not closely linked due to the lack of sufficiently close substitutes.\(^{271}\) However, treating transaction platforms this way has been a considerably less popular view. The purported justification for doing so is because the interests of the two sides and the competitive conditions on each side are not necessarily aligned.\(^{272}\) Separating the sides of the market does not ignore two-sidedness because some advocate balancing the effects among sides of the market.\(^{273}\) Thus, the inquiry within a two-market framework differs depending on whether a separate- or net-effects analysis is used.\(^{274}\) A two-market net-effects analysis is very similar to a one-market view because both weigh the impact on a restraint on both sides of the market.

The two-market separate-effects view, advocated by Michael Katz and Jonathan Sallet, still accounts for cross-market network effects by recognizing that the interests of users on different sides are not fully aligned with each other.\(^{275}\) Using the example of credit card transactions, Katz and Sallet reason that because merchants desire low fees and consumers desire high rewards, neither party is actually interested in the net effect of the restraint.\(^{276}\)

Analyzing two geographic markets affected by a potential bank merger, the Court in *United States v. Philadelphia National Bank\(^{277}\)* reasoned that a procompetitive justification in one-market may not offset another even though there would be an effect on both cluster markets.\(^{278}\) While not explicitly taking a two-market view, or even analyzing two sides of a platform, this case provides precedent for the two-market view’s separate-effects analysis as discussed by Katz and Sallet. However, even more recently, the Second Circuit upheld a Southern District of New York decision which defined Visa and MasterCards’ relevant markets as two-sided: a
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market for credit cards and a market for card network services (e.g., authorization, clearance, and settlement of transactions).279

3. Different Markets for Different Types of Platforms

Many antitrust scholars have advocated for a position somewhere in between a one-market and two-market view. An intuitive variant would treat media and other nontransaction two-sided platforms as having two markets and payment and other transaction platforms as having one market.280 The reasoning for this distinction is that, for a credit card market for example, a transaction between the buyer and seller either takes place using American Express on both sides or it does not take place through American Express at all.281

In the case of a newspaper, an advertiser may substitute a TV advertisement for a newspaper advertisement while a reader may not substitute TV for a newspaper, and the transaction thus need only impact one side of the market.282 So, it is then the observability of the transaction between the two sides that first designates a transaction platform and then determines the market definition.283 This also reflects the notion that relevant markets are usually defined as comprising substitutable products.284

One of the few two-sided transaction market cases that took a one-market view prior to AmEx was National Bancard Corp. v. VISA U.S.A., Inc.,285 where NaBanco filed suit against Visa and alleged that Visa violated section 1 of the Sherman Act by fixing interchange fees.286 The Eleventh Circuit affirmed the Southern District of Florida’s holding that the procompetitive effects created by the interchange fee exceeded any anticompetitive effects.287 In doing so, the court affirmed the lower court’s definition of the relevant market as the market for all payment systems.288 The court recognized what would now be deemed a transaction platform as a “joint enterprise”—a recognition that reflected the need to get both cardholders and merchants onboard.289

E. Putting Theory to Practice: AmEx Introduced Two-Sided Transaction Platform Language and Reasoning to American Antitrust Jurisprudence

At the end of the 2017–2018 Term, the Supreme Court relied heavily on the work of David S. Evans and Lapo Filistrucchi to rule not only on the
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legality of American Express’s steering provisions but, more importantly, on the requirements of market definition for two-sided platforms. In a majority opinion by Justice Thomas, the Court defined two-sided platforms as those “offer[ing] different products or services to two different groups who both depend on the platform to intermediate between them.” Further, the Court found that American Express is a transaction platform, of which the distinguishing feature is that “they cannot make a sale to one side of the platform without simultaneously making a sale to the other.” The Court reasoned that “[t]wo-sided platforms differ from traditional markets” in that they “often exhibit . . . ‘indirect network effects,’” defined by the Court as where “the value of the . . . platform to one group of participants depends on how many members of a different group participate.”

Defining the relevant market as “the ‘arena within which significant substitution in consumption or production occurs,’” the Court reasoned that the relevant market would include both consumers and merchants because price increases by two-sided platforms by themselves do not suggest anticompetitive effects without evidence that they increased the overall cost of the platform’s services. The Court then distinguished credit card platforms from newspaper advertisement markets and said that courts should only consider both sides of the former because “the impacts of indirect network effects and relative pricing in [the newspaper] market are minor.” Further, two-sided platforms “facilitate a single, simultaneous transaction between participants” and a credit card platform “can sell its services only if a merchant and cardholder both simultaneously choose to use the network.”

And thus, the Court concluded, if the platform is two-sided, the first step of the rule of reason test must net the competitive effects on both sides of the platform by considering both sides of the market.

III. WHAT AMEX MEANS FOR AMAZON

While the Court unambiguously held that credit card platforms will be subject to antitrust review with the market for transactions itself being the relevant market, several questions going forward are left unanswered. Complex tech platforms like Amazon, Google, and Facebook, for example,
may make an AmEx argument if challenged for anticompetitive conduct, and courts and regulators must have a workable standard for deciding whether AmEx’s need for harm to both sides\textsuperscript{300} will apply to a given firm. This question is threefold: (1) what criteria are sufficient to designate a platform as two-sided, (2) how do plaintiffs prove these criteria, and (3) which criteria must be proven for AmEx to apply. Embedded within these related questions lies one that is broader and more fundamental: what constitutes a transaction platform? This section first identifies the variables needed for AmEx to apply and then discusses where Amazon may fit.

\textit{A. Eliciting Two-Sidedness Under AmEx}

While the Court’s definition of a two-sided transaction platform, to some degree, resembles that of scholarship, the definition going forward will be highly variable as there is no consensus.\textsuperscript{301} The Court’s definition of a two-sided transaction platform as one “offer[ing] different products or services to two different groups who both depend on the platform to intermediate between them” by making a simultaneous transaction\textsuperscript{302} almost certainly captures some types of platforms, for example rideshare apps and auction platforms, but leaves open questions about some of the more complex, vertically integrated tech companies like Amazon.

In the Court’s determination that the plaintiff must allege harm to both sides of the market for credit card services, it appears that the Court’s principal consideration was the presence of \textit{strong} indirect network effects.\textsuperscript{303} Although Justice Thomas does not say so expressly, his conclusion is based on research that explains that costs to one side are not reflective of market power or anticompetitive pricing, but of demand elasticity—i.e., indirect network effects.\textsuperscript{304} Thus, he argued, taking into consideration only the merchant in a rule of reason analysis would fail to account for American Express’s interdependent consumer side because the credit card market’s indirect network effects are \textit{so strong} as to risk setting off a feedback loop of declining demand upon raising prices to one side.\textsuperscript{305}

Conversely, the Court differentiated the credit card market from the newspaper market through these indirect network effects and warned that courts should not consider both sides of a two-sided platform like the newspaper market “when the impacts of indirect network effects and relative pricing in that market are minor.”\textsuperscript{306} That is, because “newspaper readers are largely indifferent to the amount of advertising that a newspaper contains,” the network effects do not operate in this direction and the newspaper market is comparable to a one-sided market.\textsuperscript{307}
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After discussing the need for strong indirect network effects, the Court’s justification for defining one market shifted to its identification of American Express as a transaction platform, unlike a newspaper.308 This is because the platform facilitates a “single, simultaneous transaction” between merchants and credit card users.309 Further, as opposed to newspapers, a credit card platform like American Express may not sell its services to one side without selling to the other side, and its optimization of sales results from balancing each side in a way that newspapers need not consider.310

Taking all of the AmEx Court’s factors into consideration, the plaintiffs can be understood to have needed to allege harm to both credit card merchants and consumer-users based on: (1) strong bidirectional network effects between sides and the facilitation of (2) a single transaction between participants that is (3) simultaneous.311 Importantly, the Court did not specify whether all three considerations need apply to deem a firm a two-sided transaction platform and, in the case of network effects, how strong they must be. The answers to these questions will dramatically impact the analysis of complex tech platforms under AmEx.312

B. Where Does Amazon Fit?

If Amazon is considered a two-sided transaction platform under the Court’s reasoning in AmEx, it will be difficult for the plaintiff-consumer or third-party seller to prove an antitrust violation. Because Amazon Prime operates through transactions between Amazon and buyers, it is structured as a traditional firm and does not raise questions of sidedness. However, Amazon Marketplace is less clear-cut. In AmEx, the Court deemed American Express a two-sided transaction platform because of the existence of a simultaneous transaction.313 When a consumer buys a product from Amazon—as opposed to Amazon Marketplace—the seller has already sold their goods to Amazon;314 there is no simultaneous transaction between user and merchant and arguably no direct transaction at all. That is, brands invoice Amazon for the products Amazon orders, irrespective of whether and for what price a user purchases them.315 Thus, even if the indirect network
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effects between users and manufacturers are strong, Amazon is best viewed outside the scope of the AmEx requirement and any allegations of anticompetitive practices should be analyzed through the lens of either the market for the consumer-user or the market for the brand-seller.

Whether Amazon Marketplace should be treated as a two-sided transaction platform raises a more complicated question. On the surface, it would appear to be one, even paradigmatically so. Intuitively, its indirect network effects are strong. Just as in the credit card market, consumers gain value from more merchants selling on the platform, and merchants gain value from more users shopping on the platform. Further, when a user buys a product from a third-party Amazon seller, the parties undergo a simultaneous transaction where the user directly pays the seller. This is the best argument in favor of defining a single market for Amazon: it fits the Court’s quasi-test. Still, there are additional legal and policy justifications worthy of consideration that make the analysis less clear-cut. This section examines arguments for and against this potential classification of Amazon Marketplace.

1. Justifications for Applying AmEx to Amazon Marketplace

Both legal and practical concerns support treating Amazon Marketplace as a two-sided transaction platform under AmEx. First, justifying the Court’s holding, David S. Evans points out that when a platform that provides a service that is jointly and unseverably consumed by two different sides, as third-party sellers and users, these businesses never provide a transaction to only one side of the service. Thus, conduct that, when taking both sides into account, does not reduce the quality of the service or raise the total cost of the service should not reduce total market output or buyers’ surplus. American Express, for example, did not reduce the amount of credit card transactions nor did it reduce the customer’s surplus. In the case of Amazon Marketplace, much of Amazon’s behavior ends up benefiting users who engage in more transactions due to lower prices. So, in accepting this rationale for American Express and the credit card market, the same reasoning may apply to Amazon Marketplace.

Also, practically speaking, Evans’s argument that actions against third-party sellers have countervailing benefits to users is one that gets to the heart of antitrust law’s purpose—consumer welfare. Much of the reason for
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Amazon’s continued growth is simply that its prioritization of scale and willingness to undergo debt is consumer-friendly.\textsuperscript{323} And courts have consistently identified the Sherman Act’s purpose not as maximizing competition but as serving consumers.\textsuperscript{324} Moreover, it is this focus on growth that has enabled Amazon’s innovation and, perhaps, it should be entitled to a procompetitive presumption, as courts and regulators tend not to intervene when consumers benefit.\textsuperscript{325} Such a presumption would fit with the idea of dynamic competition—that new industries will destroy old ones through innovation.\textsuperscript{326} Although not the primary concern of antitrust law, dynamic considerations have arisen in case law, for example in \textit{Verizon Communications v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko},\textsuperscript{327} where the Court justified the act of charging monopoly prices in and of itself.\textsuperscript{328} In dicta, the Court expressed the sentiment that false negatives (false acquittals) for anticompetitive conduct are not troublesome because monopolies by nature are only temporary.\textsuperscript{329} Recent history lends support for this view: platforms like MySpace, Nokia, and BlackBerry, once dominant in their respective spheres, have lost their status through innovation by competitors.\textsuperscript{330} Market dominance is not guaranteed to be permanent in an environment with fast technological change.\textsuperscript{331} Thus, critics of strong antitrust enforcement applied to tech companies warn that such a “precautionary approach,” which considers “the merest possibility of harm to be a sufficient basis to proscribe uncertain conduct,” would be costly “in an era of rapid technological innovation and evolving business models impelled by shifting consumer preferences and technological capabilities.”\textsuperscript{332}

Indeed, the Supreme Court has expressed reluctance to condemn restraints of trade involving new products or business practices for fear of chilling welfare standard is not without opposition. See, e.g., Roger D. Blair & D. Daniel Sokol, \textit{The Goals of Antitrust: Welfare Standards in U.S. and E.U. Antitrust Enforcement}, 81 \textit{Fordham L. Rev.} 2497, 2499 (2013) (advocating a shift to a total welfare standard of antitrust enforcement).
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innovation and reducing dynamic benefits. Along these lines, there is no
doubt that Amazon has been innovative in its ability to dominate in multiple
spheres, and perhaps fear of replacement or obsolescence may sustain its
innovation. By analogy, there is empirical support for the notion that when
app developers fear Google’s entry into and potential takeover of their market
(via Android), they reduce their innovation—but this innovation shifts to
new, unaffected apps. Thus, platform owner entry may provide
efficiencies by enabling more variety while eliminating redundant apps. Perhaps third-party sellers on Amazon who fear Amazon’s entry into their
market may react in a similar way.

On the other hand, the fact that these platforms are building in the long-
term may render dynamic considerations less effective than would typically
be expected. For instance, evidence suggests that both actual entry and threat
of entry by Amazon and Google alone deter innovation in complementary
spaces. Further, a recent report of the University of Chicago’s Stigler Center suggests that “rapid self-correction in markets dominated by large
digital platforms is unlikely, and that harms to economic welfare from the
exercise of market power in such markets are substantial.” Additionally,
“while monopoly profits are a lure to competitors [to enter], incumbents can
use those very profits to entrench themselves and protect their position.”
Still, these limits to dynamic competition are far from certain.

Lastly, from a judicial economy standpoint, it is more practical to have
bright-line rules, free of carve-outs. The Supreme Court agrees. A bright-
line rule, the Court has explained, beats the “unwarranted and
counterproductive exercise [of] litigat[ing] a series of exceptions.” The
Court has stated that “[t]he possibility of allowing an exception, even in
rather meritorious circumstances, would undermine the rule.” However,
Amazon is differently situated from American Express due to its
distinguishable practices, and this may be a reason to exclude it from
receiving the same protection under AmEx.

2. Reasons to Exclude Amazon from the AmEx Test

While Amazon Marketplace may intuitively appear to fit into the AmEx
Court’s constraints, the strength of Amazon’s indirect network effects may
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not be so clear. And arguably, some of Amazon’s practices in this space veer from the transaction platform’s principal function of intermediating between groups depending on the platform.342 Importantly, a broad definition of a two-sided transaction platform would not support the underlying premise of the fact-intensive rule of reason test that aims to understand and weigh commercial realities in a given industry.343

Recent scholarship suggests that Amazon is more likely to enter into third-party sellers’ markets as a competitor when the products have higher sales and better reviews. Subsequently, this discourages third-party sellers from growing their businesses on the platform or continuing to offer the products.344 While prior research shows that platform owners generally tend to be dissuaded from competing with one or both sides of its market because of survival concerns, Amazon is differently situated because of its market power and its restraints that prevent third-party sellers from developing identities of their own on the platform to which buyers would develop loyalty.345 Further, Amazon has the resources and proven desire to price out its competition, and this results in considerable power over its consumer side.346 All of these concerns, along with its access to and use of sellers’ and buyers’ data,347 strongly suggest that Amazon Marketplace’s indirect network effects are weaker than other transaction platforms due to the platform’s interference. That is, because Amazon as a vendor is able to leverage information asymmetry to compete with its sellers, consumers may not value additional third-party sellers—and instead prefer Amazon as a vendor. And sellers may not value additional consumers, as they will fear Amazon intruding into their product spaces.

This inference complements research that frames the most important difference between merchants and two-sided platforms as control by the seller.348 That is, in a two-sided transaction platform, the third-party seller has full control over selling its product, and this results in a direct interaction between the two sides.349 Thus, without the platform’s interference in buyer-seller interactions, the network effects are more pronounced.

For these reasons, Amazon’s interference into third-party sellers’ products necessarily weakens network effects between the seller and buyer: if more buyers enter the market, based on a combination of Amazon’s price and nonprice restraints to both sides, sellers may only temporarily increase their
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value, if at all. Thus, as the Court’s decision in AmEx defined a two-sided transaction platform at least partially by the strength of its network effects, Amazon would not qualify as a two-sided transaction platform if its indirect network effects are weak.

Additionally, while some may consider this inference about the strength of network effects speculative without empirical measure, the fact that Amazon has a material interest in its sellers’ transactions and uses this derivative data suggests that it does not merely “intermediate between” parties at all and should be exempt on this ground. That is, while Amazon in operating its marketplace must indeed “bring both sides on board,” by competing with its sellers through its vendor platform, it functions unlike the two-sided transaction platforms that the Court defined in AmEx. “For credit cards, the network can sell its services only if a merchant and cardholder both simultaneously choose to use the network.” Here, while this may be true for any given transaction between user and third-party seller, Amazon may also bypass sellers to facilitate its own transactions with consumers either through wholesaler deals or the development and promotion of its own product lines. Amazon blurs this distinction between its marketplace and its direct-to-consumer sales platform, for instance, by presenting itself as the default seller even when marketplace vendors offer lower prices on the particular product. In doing so, a marketplace transaction is no longer between seller and buyer but between Amazon and buyer, and this renders it far outside the scope of “facilitat[ing] a single, simultaneous transaction between participants.” Thus, to treat it as a two-sided transaction platform under AmEx by defining only one relevant market would ignore this crucial distinction that it does more than facilitate transactions by engaging in them as well.

3. Middle Ground: Calculating Indirect Network Effects in Court

In their 2013 paper Identifying Two-Sided Markets, Lapo Filiistrucchi, Damien Geradin, and Eric van Damme wrestle with this issue of when to
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focus on one or both sides of the market for purposes of market definition of two-sided platforms. Their answer is to first measure the indirect network effects that link the demands of the two sides and then examine whether they apply to one side or both, whether they are both positive, and how significant they are. In a transaction platform, the greater the indirect network effects, the more two-sided the market is. The authors discuss both qualitative methods—i.e., using intuition or interview—and quantitative methods of calculating network effects. In the interview approach, one may assess the two-sided nature of a market by asking actors “whether they value positively or negatively the presence of more customers on the other side.” As applied to Amazon, this would involve asking third-party sellers if they value more buyers on the platform and asking buyers if they value more sellers. Intuitively, sellers will desire more buyers but perhaps only to a certain extent when considering the possibility of Amazon’s entry into the market. The quantitative approach would be the same but would rely on data of the actual behavior of market participants.

This approach appears to be a reasonable middle ground, but it is not without limitations. First, such an inquiry, especially a quantitative approach, would require a lot of time, slowing potential investigation or litigation. Second, evidence suggests that a highly technical inquiry may be ill-suited for “generalist judges.” Lastly, this solution may create a line-drawing problem because “two-sidedness is not a 0-1 notion: rather, there is a continuum of forms of intermediation.” That is, how two-sided must the platform be to receive AmEx treatment?

square with the Supreme Court’s majority opinion, it is beyond the scope of this Note. See id. at 747 (affirming that “[t]he Supreme Court has endorsed a market definition that considers instances where Peter gets robbed . . . but Paul gets paid”).
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Nevertheless, as a subsequent case has pointed out, “[n]othing in American Express supports the notion that a relevant market can be defined to include more than one side without performing any economic analysis.”

IV. PROPOSAL: EXCLUDE AMAZON FROM AMEX

Even if network effects are not discernably different between Amazon and American Express, there are still reasons to exclude Amazon from AmEx treatment. That is, Amazon as an antitrust defendant should not be considered a two-sided transaction platform, and thus any relevant market under a rule of reason analysis should only encompass one side. If an ousted seller were to sue Amazon, the seller at the first step of the rule of reason test need only prove that Amazon harmed sellers, not buyers.

This reasoning is informed by economics literature on the impact of platform owners’ entry into complementors’ spaces and could also apply to transaction platform app stores and web search results. Specifically, research shows that Android app developers reduce innovation and raise prices for affected apps as Google’s entry threat—i.e., the likelihood that Google will develop a competing app for their own operating system—increases. Then once Google enters, the developers reduce innovation and increase prices further. Similarly, when Google exercises its control by prioritizing its own inferior search results over those of its competitors, it results in harms to consumer welfare. Google’s steering of users to its own search content, like Amazon does as well, results in both worse content for users and declining site views for its competitors (who are also its complementors).

Similarly, recent scholarship distinguishes firms that function as marketplaces from resellers and points out that Amazon is more likely to operate in “reseller mode” by squeezing out the third-party seller and acting as a vendor itself when it has privileged information about the preferences of buyers. For example, because consumer preferences and product varieties
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in the area of consumer electronics are unstable and hard to predict, Amazon is less likely to sell them as a reseller (via Amazon Prime) and more likely to allow third-party sellers to sell them on Amazon Marketplace. The informational advantages provided by Amazon’s data collection situate it differently from American Express. Knowing in real time through marketplace data which products are sold to whom, at what price, which packaging and incentives work for consumers, among other learnings from operating in multiple verticals, creates the incentive and ability to act in accordance with that information. Insulation from scrutiny by way of AmEx protection would amplify this advantage.

This proposal also helps maintain the burden-shifting framework of the rule of reason test, which reflects that the plaintiff’s burden at the first step is merely to show harm to competition in any relevant market. To require a plaintiff-seller to prove anticompetitive harm to both sellers and buyers to make a prima facie case against Amazon would simply be too heavy of a burden. Where courts already “dispose of 97 percent of cases at the first [step], on the grounds that there is no anticompetitive effect,” relying on a field so new and unsettled to require a plaintiff to prove harm to two distinct groups at the first step is problematic without a deeper understanding of the indirect network effects that the AmEx Court held must be more than minor or weak. To do so going forward would lead to unpredictable results, if not consumer harm, from a pleading standard too difficult for a plaintiff to meet.

Further, as AmEx contained “no serious discussion of the rationale for placing more, less, or the same weight on each type of participant for achieving the objectives of antitrust policy,” there is certainly an opportunity to give, for example, third-party sellers on Amazon Marketplace greater weight over the benefiting consumer. As even AmEx’s defenders argue, the case only establishes that two-sided features are relevant for
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assessing whether restraints are anticompetitive, which leaves open the question of how we should analyze these features.\footnote{382}{Id. at 30.}

In limiting the thrust of the AmEx decision, courts can take steps to better protect plaintiffs, as antitrust defendants are better equipped than plaintiffs to present an effective case with experts.\footnote{383}{Jonathan B. Baker, Exclusion as a Core Competition Concern, 78 ANTITRUST L.J. 527, 583 (2012).} Antitrust jurisprudence is frequently cited for the goal of choosing a market definition that “can be determined only after a factual inquiry into the ‘commercial realities’ faced by consumers.”\footnote{384}{Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Tech. Servs., Inc., 504 U.S. 451, 482 (1992) (quoting United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 572 (1966)).} Where the commercial realities faced by seller-consumers vary so drastically from buyer-consumers due to the platform’s control, separate markets should be defined.

Lastly, policy rationales support this minor imposition on tech’s biggest companies. Size alone, when combined with data accumulation, potential mergers, and more, gives these companies a disproportionate amount of power over consumers, small business owners, their own employees, and governments.\footnote{385}{See generally Wu, supra note 21.} Amazon continues to grow in size and scope of business,\footnote{386}{See supra Part I.C.} enter into public-private partnerships,\footnote{387}{See, e.g., Martin Kaste, Orlando Police Testing Amazon’s Real-Time Facial Recognition, NPR (May 22, 2018, 10:01 AM), https://www.npr.org/2018/05/22/613115969/orlando-police-testing-amazons-real-time-facial-recognition [https://perma.cc/53N3-25V6] (discussing the Orlando Police Department’s pilot real-time facial recognition system in collaboration with Amazon).} exert lobbying power,\footnote{388}{See Renae Reints, Amazon Lobbied More Government Entities Than Any Other Public U.S. Company Last Year, FORTUNE (Mar. 13, 2019), https://fortune.com/2019/03/13/amazon-lobbying-washington/ [https://perma.cc/53N3-25V6].} amass, use, and sell unprecedented amounts of detailed consumer data.\footnote{389}{As recent Supreme Court decisions have emphasized, “[w]hen confronting new concerns wrought by digital technology, [the Supreme] Court has been careful not to uncritically extend existing precedents.” Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2222 (2018) (citing Riley v. California, 573 U.S. 373, 386 (2014)).} Further, as Amazon uses protected profits to enter into new markets, potential conflicts of interest and competition with complementors occurs more and more frequently.\footnote{390}{See supra Part II.B.3.} While antitrust investigations and litigation, especially under the consumer welfare standard, will not fully resolve these issues, preventing an AmEx loophole of sorts would preserve some degree of accountability.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

While AmEx was billed in the headlines as a decision that could leave tech companies with unlimited power, its holding was likely narrow enough to avoid any impact of the sort, and some commentators have already suggested
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that it may end up being inconsequential. But, as it is already difficult enough to successfully allege an antitrust injury, especially in a rule of reason case, it would be a mistake to create a loophole based on relatively new economic concepts that are arguably broader in scope than much of the literature would recommend. In the particular application to Amazon Marketplace, it would further an already present informational asymmetry. Presuming that two-sided concepts will remain in antitrust law, their unsettled dimensions and great variation present a compelling reason to uphold the flexible intent of the rule of reason test and proceed with caution.
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